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Performance assured

Unique mobility

A unique and compact diver held twin brush machine that has forward  

and backward assist technology.

The machine complements the Mini Pamper hull cleaning machine, for cleaning rudders 

etc, but equally capable of cleaning entire ships hulls. Easy to mobilise and can be  

powered by SeaTec’s Power pack (see separate data sheet). Ideal entry level hull  

cleaning system.

Specifications

Dimensions without brushes 670mm wide x 450mm long x 230mm high

Weight in air
(with plastic bristle brushes)

23kg

Weight in water
(with plastic bristle brushes)

3.5kg buoyant

Hydraulic requirement 0-40lpm at 155

Brush diameter 260 to 300mm

Cleaning width 
(depending on brush type)

520 to 600mm

Cleaning rate 
(depending on conditions)

800m2 per hour

NB: Specification may change due to constant development of the vehicle.  

For information on the Twin Brush Hull Cleaning Machine please contact Equipment Sales at SeaTec.

Right: The Twin Brush Machine.

TWIN BRUSH MACHINE
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Performance assured

Ideal entry-level hull cleaning system.

4 rows of soft plastic bristles for removing  

light to medium slime and weed. 

SeaTec ordering number 01212

POLYESTER BRISTLE BRUSH (LIGHT BRISTLES)

4 rows of hard plastic bristles for removing  

heavy slime and weed.

SeaTec ordering number 01205

POLYESTER BRISTLE BRUSH (HEAVY DUTY)

5 rows of soft plastic bristles for removing  

heavy slime and weed.

SeaTec ordering number 01204

POLYESTER BRISTLE BRUSH (DENSE BRISTLES)

2 rows of coach bolts for removing  

very heavy shell growth.

SeaTec ordering number 01102

COACH BOLT BRUSH TWISTED WIRE BRUSH

3 rows of twisted wire for removing  

medium to heavy shell growth.

Replacement bristles are available to reduce renewal costs.

SeaTec ordering number 01114

TWIN BRUSH MACHINE BRUSHES
(300mm Diameter)


